QUB Admission Requirements
India
Entry Requirements for Undergraduate:


The Standard Indian XII examinations from CBSE, CISCE or State Boards of Higher Secondary
Education are acceptable for admission to our Bachelor degree programmes.



Typical offers (minimum overall average percentage) for applicants with Standard XII would
be as follows:
-

85%
80%
75%
70%

(comparable to AAB at A-Level)
(comparable to ABB at A-Level)
(comparable to BBB at A-Level)
(comparable to BBC at A Level)



Please note that a minimum grade of 75% or higher in key subjects will normally be
required, where there are subject-specific requirements.



If applicants have taken JEE Main or Advanced examinations, results may be considered in
addition to Standard XII results. Good percentile scores in JEE subjects will be considered
where performance in a key subject in Standard XII is below the stated minimum
requirement. In order for JEE scores to be considered, applicants should have achieved the
University’s normal Standard XII overall percentage requirement (as outlined above), with at
least 60% in key subjects.

Entry Requirements for Postgraduate (Taught):
Entry to taught masters programmes at Queen's University Belfast usually require either a UK
upper second-class (2:1) or a lower second-class (2:2) undergraduate degree. For most courses
the content of your Bachelor degree may also be considered. Please check our Course Finder for
detailed entry requirements. Course Finder
The typical comparable Indian qualifications are as follows (may vary depending on the
university):
UK Upper Second-Class Honours (2:1)


First Division Pass & a minimum final average of 60% (traditional system) or



CGPA 7.5/10.0; or 7.0/10.0 if this equates to 'Good' in the institutional grading system, or



4.0 out of 6.0/B/Good in the 6-point system

UK Lower Second-Class Honours (2:2)


Second Division Pass and a minimum final average of 55% (traditional system), or



CGPA 7.0/10.0; or 6.0-6.5/10.0 if this equates to 'Above Average' in the institutional grading
system, or



3.5 out of 6.0/C+/Average+ in the 6-point system

English Language Requirements:


For admission to most Bachelor degree programmes he University will normally accept 70%
in English Language in Standard XII in lieu of an IELTS Academic test, if awarded by one of
the following Indian examination boards: CBSE, CISCE, Gujarat, Karnataka, Maharashtra,
Tamil Nadu, West Bengal.

